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Abstract

Background: Research in various academic disciplines has undergone tremendous
changes in the era of big data. Everyone is talking about big data nowadays, but
how exactly is it being applied in research on financial studies?

Results: This study summarizes the sources of Internet big data for research related
to capital markets and the analytical methods that have been used in the literature.
In addition, it presents a review of the research findings based on Internet big data
in the field of capital markets and proposes suggestions for future studies in which
big data can be applied to examine issues related to capital markets.

Conclusion: (1) Internet big data sources related to present capital market research
can be categorized into forum-type data, microblog-type data and search class data.
(2) As for research about investors’ sentiments on the basis of Internet big data,
the main methods of sentiment analysis include building an inventory of lexical
categories, using dictionaries for analysis of lexical categories, and machine
learning. (3) Many studies address whether Internet big data can predict capital
markets. However, they reach no consistent conclusions, which could be due
to limitations of sample and analysis method used. (4) Data collection technique
and analysis methods require further improvements.

Keywords: Internet big data, Financial studies, Capital markets

Introduction
This is the era of information explosion and a world overwhelmed by numbers and

digits. Research by the International Data Corporation indicates that the global data

volume is expected to reach 35 zettabytes (ZB)1 by 2020. Beyond that, the trend of

growth doubling every 2 years will be maintained. This implies that we have entered

the era of big data. Simultaneously, the term “big data” has been mentioned repeatedly

in both commercial applications and academic research. The World Economic Forum2

has claimed that big data is a new type of asset class. In Forbes magazine, Rotella has

labeled big data “the new oil.”3 In addition, research on big data within academia is in-

creasing rapidly; a summary of the number of papers published in 2010–2015 with

“big data” as the subject and listed in the CNKI and Web of Science databases is illus-

trated in Fig. 1.

The growing emphasis that academia has placed on research on big data can be dis-

cerned intuitively. In fact, academic research on the topic has surged in the last 3 years.

Furthermore, other events show that big data plays an important role in the
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developmental process of modern societies. These include the launch of the Big Data

Research and Development Initiative4 by the Obama Administration in 2012 and the

special report on big data5 published by the United Nations Global Pulse.

Big data has various unique characteristics, including volume, velocity, variety, and

veracity. The application of big data in the financial field has developed rapidly, and

such applications are highly valued by various fields in society. The most direct applica-

tion is the development of various fund products based on big data. The earliest index

product based on big data to be launched in China was Dingtoubao by Galaxy Asset

Management Co. This product mainly invests in the Teng An 100 Index, a stock mar-

ket index jointly created by Tencent Holdings Limited and Ji An Financial Information

and managed by China Securities Index Co., Ltd. (CSI). This was soon followed by

three fund management companies: GF, China Southern, and Bosera. These companies

successively developed big data indexes jointly with owners of Internet big data re-

sources, including Baidu, Sina, and Alibaba. This has led to the launch of separate

funds, such as the GF’s Baifa 100 Index A, China Southern’s Big Data 100 Index and

Big Data 300 Index A, and Bosera’s CSI Taojin Big Data 100 Index A.6

As of October 2016, there were 19 funds in the Chinese market named after big data,

with a combined scale of funds amounting to 15 billion RMB.7 One of the funds with

outstanding performance is the Dacheng CSI 360 Internet + Big Data 100 Index Fund,

which ranked second among stock-oriented funds that were newly launched in 2016.

From the second quarter, it ranked top among all the big data funds and was in the top

10 in the Chinese market for stock-oriented funds. Furthermore, it achieved the highest

cumulative gain of 25.6%, which not only delighted its fund investors but also surprised

those in the big data fund industry.8

As big data has been incorporated successfully into business, how should big

data be applied in academic research related to capital markets? To answer this

question, we must first clearly ascertain where big data is located and who owns it.

At present, it seems that big data is controlled mainly by several Internet compan-

ies and public service sectors. Some organizations or departments that are rela-

tively rich in data resources are illustrated in Fig. 2. However, considering data

availability, most research on big data in the financial field has focused on big data

from social networking platforms and search engines. Hence, the review subjects

for this study are studies on big data from forums, microblogs, and search engines

related to the capital markets. The review was undertaken from the perspective of

data acquisition.
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Fig. 1 Number of papers published in 2010–2015 with “big data” as the subject
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The main review topics are as follows: (i) big data indexes used in research on capital

markets and analysis methods and (ii) research findings on big data indexes related to

the field of capital markets. These two aspects are discussed in "Internet big data

related to capital markets" and "Application of Internet big data to capital markets"

sections, respectively. "Conclusions and future research" section provides recommenda-

tions on future research directions.

Review
Internet big data related to capital markets

Observing investors’ decision-making processes was difficult prior to the advent of the

Internet era. Furthermore, it was difficult to directly observe information that investors

are concerned about and their views concerning the market. With the ubiquity of infor-

mation technology and the Internet, an increasing number of investors are gathering

information from the Internet for analysis. Through a click of the mouse and inputs via

the keyboard, such investment decision behavior has resulted in the accumulation of a

huge amount of unstructured information in the virtual network. For example, Google

processed 2 million searches per minute in 2012, whereas Twitter users posted approxi-

mately 100,000 tweets per minute (James 2012). Over time, these types of data grad-

ually have become the basic sources of big data for research related to capital markets.

Specifically, most research on Internet big data related to capital markets can be cate-

gorized into forum-type, microblog-type, and search-type data. Given the significant

differences in the structures of the big data, each type is explained and analyzed separ-

ately in the following subsections.

Forum-type data

Internet forums provide users with a platform for communication and interaction that

transcends time and geographical region. Within the same message board of a forum,

investors are able to interact with other investors worldwide. Forums on stocks and

shares are generally categorized into separate message boards for different stocks;

therefore, investors can have discussions and exchanges on those message boards corre-

sponding to the stocks of their interest. On forum sites, the general approach is to

automatically place that the newest posts and posts on a message board that are being

discussed most intensely on the home pages. In addition, message board managers

evaluate the content quality of posts and bump the good ones to the top or pin these

as recommended posts, thereby making them easily found within the sub-board that

contains all the pinned or sticky posts. This means that investors can quickly obtain

the latest, relatively important, and high-quality information on the stocks that they are

Internet companies

Public service sector

Big data

Social networking platforms

E-commerce platforms

Search engines

Electric power department

Social security departments

Fig. 2 Distribution of big data
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interested in by checking the relevant message boards. However, pinned posts are

screened and selected by message board managers, indicating that a certain degree of

subjectivity might be involved. Moreover, since individuals are unable to customize the

various message boards to focus on information related to a particular topic, it might

be inefficient to obtain information from stock message boards given investors’ limited

attention. In addition, the timeliness of interactions on the boards is poor.

The main Chinese stock message boards include Eastmoney.com, Homeway.com,

Iguba.com, and Taoguba.com. For existing studies, the stock message boards of

Eastmoney.com are the main data sources selected to represent Chinese forums. Exam-

ples of such studies include those by Ackert et al. (2016), Dong and Xiao (2011), Huang

et al. (2016), Nan (2015), Shen et al. (2013) and Zheng et al. (2015). Several probable

reasons exist for this situation, as follows. (i) Eastmoney.com has always been ranked

the most popular9 among Chinese stock message boards, its users are active, and the

volume of its cumulative data is huge. (ii) The time period over which its public data

has been saved is longer. For example, its earliest saved data on Gree Electric Appli-

ances Inc. dates back to August 29, 2007, whereas data from Homeway.com are avail-

able only for the 3 months. (iii) Information on Eastmoney.com is richer and more

detailed. For example, studies by Dong and Xiao (2011) and Huang et al. (2016)

required identifying of the geographical region of users who posted messages. Only

Eastmoney.com can provide relatively sufficient data to meet such a requirement.

In terms of the basic data indicators, the main types selected for existing studies gen-

erally can be classified as quantitative and content class indicators. The former includes

the number of posts, clicks, shares, and investors participating in discussions (Ackert et

al. 2016; Dong and Xiao 2011; Huang et al. 2016; Jiang et al. 2015; Shen et al. 2013;

Zheng et al. 2015). Simultaneously, most literature has evaluated the information con-

tents of forum posts using textual analysis to construct the content class indicators.

The main types include indexes based on numbers of opposers and supporters and the

degree of divergence in opinions (Antweiler and Frank 2004; Das et al. 2005; Nan 2015;

Sabherwal et al. 2011; Zhang and Swanson 2010). In a study on information exchange

over the Internet and herding behavior in the stock market, Zheng et al. (2015) selected

the natural logarithm for the total number of daily posts as the proxy variable for inves-

tors’ communication.

Presently, there are two main text classification methods for constructing indicators

of market sentiments: manual classification and machine learning. Studies based on

Chinese forums mostly have relied on manual classification with supplementation from

simple programming classification (Ackert et al. 2016; Nan 2015; Shen et al. 2013). In

his study on the impact of online public opinions on private placement of listed firms,

Shen et al. (2013) used web crawler technology to collect all posts that contain the

word “additional issue.” He then randomly selected 3,000 posts from the overall sam-

ples for manual classification. In addition, 26 words that appeared in those selected

posts were deemed to reflect the tendency to oppose. These words included “oppos-

ition,” “failure,” and “misappropriation of funds.” Finally, a program was used to iden-

tify whether posts contained any opposing content so that all posts could be

categorized as either the opposing or supporting type. The proportions of each type of

posts relative to the total number of posts were used to construct the indexes for op-

position and support, which were used to gauge the direction of online public opinions.
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Based on Shen et al. (2013), Nan (2015) calculated the squared difference between

the indexes for opposition and support. This led to the construction of a variable for

the degree of divergence in opinions. Similarly, Ackert et al. (2016) manually set up

keywords reflecting bullish or bearish market sentiments and then used a program to

identify the market sentiments reflected in the posts, thereby building an indicator for

trends in market sentiments.

For research on English forums, machine learning or tagging of posts is used to de-

termine textual sentiment. Antweiler and Frank (2004) collected text information from

posts made on message boards in Yahoo! Finance and Raging Bull forums that corre-

sponded to 45 stocks. The Naive Bayes algorithm was applied to classify textual senti-

ment, which was used as the basis for constructing the indicator for the degree of

divergence. Separately, Sabherwal et al. (2011) selected data from posts on forums in

TheLion.com. Similarly, the Naive Bayes classifier method was applied to build indica-

tors for market sentiments and degree of divergence. Leung and Ton (2015) captured

text information from posts made on the HotCopper forum for more than 2,000 stocks

and then applied the Naive Bayes algorithm to classify market sentiments and build an

indicator for the degree of divergence.

Besides the Naive Bayes method, some scholars have used the maximum entropy

method for text classification. Zhang and Swanson (2010) collected data from posts on

message boards in Yahoo! Finance that corresponded to 30 U.S. listed companies. The

maximum entropy model was used for text classification, leading to the construction of

an indicator for market sentiments. In addition, some scholars have realized that the re-

liability ranking of the person who made the post affects the level of trust of other in-

vestors regarding its contents. This causes posts to have different weightings within the

overall indicator for market sentiments. Hence, it might be more appropriate to use the

reliability-weighted average method instead of a simple weighted average method to

build the indicator for overall trends in market sentiments.

Forums on TheLion.com have an exclusive feature that indicates the reliability level

of its users. Thus, Sabherwal et al. (2011) used the related data to create a reliability-

weighted overall indicator for market sentiments. Gu et al. (2006) calculated the reli-

ability scores for forum users based on the forecast accuracy of their previous posts,

creating a reliability-weighted overall indicator for market sentiments. After 2004, some

of the data sources (e.g., Yahoo! Finance) began allowing users to tag their personal sen-

timents about the market when making posts. This enables scholars to directly use the

self-disclosed sentiments and tag these for text classification (Kim and Kim 2014).

In addition, some stock message boards have unique data that provide the appropri-

ate context for studies in specific fields. For example, among Chinese stock message

boards, only Eastmoney.com provides data on the IP addresses of users who have

posted a message. This unique feature facilitates the study on home bias in investors

communication. Dong and Xiao (2011) employed this feature; through users’ respective

IP addresses, the authors identified the geographical regions of participants involved in

discussions on stock message boards. Looking at the message board of a particular

stock, the authors compared the number of investors from a particular province en-

gaged in discussions against the total number of investors having discussions on that

board. This enabled the authors to measure the local level of exchange for that stock in

the province. Extending the same approach to other provinces, the authors established
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the differences in levels of exchange between two provinces for a particular stock. Simi-

larly, Huang et al. (2016) utilized the IP data of Eastmoney.com and constructed a

quantitative indicator of local bias in investor attention. The indicator directly measures

the magnitude of home bias in information exchange.

On the HotCopper forum, if investors publish posts that do not comply with

stipulated regulations, board managers can make the necessary revisions and state

the reason(s) for doing so beneath the affected posts. Tapping into this feature,

Delort et al. (2011) examined the reasons for revisions and identified posts that

contained keywords relating to the manipulation of stock prices. The event studies

method was then used to analyze those posts in order to examine the situation of

stock price manipulation known as “pump and dump”.

Microblog-type data

This type of data completely differs from forum-type data both in terms of data struc-

ture and means of information exchange. In terms of data structure, microblogging on

a specific stock does not occur on message boards dedicated to that stock. Hence, the

method used for collecting samples definitely impacts the conclusion. On the other

hand, the efficiency of information exchange via microblogging is much faster than that

via forum-type information. The transmission mode of microblog-type data is that of

external chain reactions, which is much more efficient than the internal accumulation

mode for forum-type data. Considering that investors have limited attention, micro-

blogs help increase investors’ efficiency in accepting information. This is because the

follow classification method and push mechanism of microblogging can filter irrelevant

information more effectively.

Presently, the main microblogging platforms in China are Sina and Tencent, whereas

Twitter is the main microblogging platform outside China. For research related to cap-

ital markets, most scholars typically have used the Sina microblog as the source for

Chinese microblog-type data. For the English equivalent, Twitter is the main data

source.

The basic data used for empirical study are quantity-type indicators, including the

number of microblogs published, shares, and comments made (Cheng and Lin 2013;

Mao et al. 2012; Ruiz et al. 2012; Sul et al. 2016; Xu and Chen 2016). The main

content-type indicators include the frequency with which specific keywords appear or

sentiment indexes (Bartov et al. 2015; Bollen et al. 2011a, 2011b; Cheng and Lin 2013;

Sprenger et al. 2014a; Xu and Chen 2016). In addition, some scholars have used the

large amount of microblogging data on user-follower relationships to construct social

network-type indicators (Ruiz et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2015).

For research based on Sina microblog’s big data, Xu and Chen (2016) used web

search technology to collect all content published by the official microblogs of listed

companies. Next, 104 keywords were used to classify the microblogs into disclosure

and nondisclosure types. The keywords were then grouped and used to categorize

information disclosed by the official microblogs of listed companies into one of the

following four categories: those related to the company’s business; finance; research

and development; and reputation. The number of disclosures made by a listed company

via its microblog in a day is treated as the company’s level of disclosure, and the fre-

quency with which the disclosure type of keywords appears in the company’s microblog
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was used to measure the disclosed information contents. Considering that microblogs

contain relatively substantial amounts of irrelevant information, Xu and Chen (2016)

measured the level of noise in microblogs by subtracting the disclosure type of micro-

blogs from the total number of microblogs published on the same day.

Separately, Cheng and Lin (2013) selected the microblogs of five accredited fi-

nancial media organizations. Data on the number of microblogs published and

commentaries made via these microblogs were used as the sources of sample data.

Using sentiment analysis techniques, Cheng and Lin (2013) quantitatively calculated

the amount of change in market sentiments at various levels, including the word,

sentence, and overall post. The findings were then synthesized to become an indi-

cator for investors’ daily market sentiments. In addition, other scholars have used

the event studies method to analyze changes in the stock market performance of

listed companies prior and subsequent to the launch of their official Sina microblogs

(Jin et al. 2016).

With the exception of Mao et al. (2012), who examined the correlation between the

number of posts and stock market from the levels of individual stocks, industries, and

indexes, most other scholars who have used Twitter’s big data for research have focused

only on indicators of market sentiments. Sprenger et al. (2014b) collected Twitter data

related to listed companies, used the Naive Bayes algorithm for text classification of

market sentiments, and constructed a daily overall indicator to reflect those sentiments.

Sul et al. (2016) collated information in tweets related to listed companies, examined

the text contents, and determined market sentiments by analyzing the lexical categories

(parts of speech) using the Harvard-IV dictionary. The authors similarly established a

daily overall indicator of market sentiments.

For analytical purposes, Bartov et al. (2015) constructed four tendency indicators of

market sentiments using the enhanced Naive Bayes classifier, Harvard-IV dictionary,

and inventory of lexical categories by Loughran and McDonald (2011). After gather-

ing information from Twitter on the numbers of posts, fans, and shares, Zhang et al.

(2011a) extracted vocabulary related to the words “hope” and “fear.” He then used the

daily frequency of occurrence of such vocabulary as the indicator of market

sentiments.

Some scholars have conducted in-depth mining of relationship class data found in

microblogging data to undertake social network research. Ruiz et al. (2012) collected

two main categories of data. The first category pertained to the numbers of posts and

shares; the second category related to statistical variables of social networks, including

the connected component of social networks and centrality of distribution. Yang et al.

(2015) collected data on the personal information of Twitter users, in addition to rela-

tionship class data on users and their followers, which facilitated the development of a

financial social networking structure within Twitter.

Search class data

Currently, Baidu and Google are the mainstream Chinese and English search engines,

respectively. In China, Baidu has the most extensive market coverage. The majority of

investors obtain information related to the stock market via this search engine (Zhang

et al. 2014b). At the global level, Google’s market share far exceeds that of other prod-

ucts in the same category. Most studies on the U.S. market have used the search data
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in Google Trends (www.google.com/trends/) as their study sample. Search class data

directly reflects users’ behavioral patterns for accessing information. In addition, key-

words can capture the contents of users’ information needs. The search behavior of an

individual directly expresses the user’s information needs, while the aggregate search

behavior reflects the level of attention paid to a particular event, or the demand for cer-

tain types of information.

The basic search class data are mainly those utilizing the number of searches to

measure the popularity of a topic and those that use search results to measure infor-

mation contents. Although Baidu does not publish raw data on the number of

searches, it has built separate indicators on the levels of media and users’ attention

on a topic by applying big data analytical techniques to the raw data. Most studies

have adopted these two indicators as proxies for attention levels. An example is Liu

et al. (2014), who considered the absolute value of data on users’ and the media’s

levels of attention as proxy variables for attention levels. However, Zhang et al.

(2014b) indicated that the absolute values of attention indicators often ignore the im-

pact of company size on the level of attention received. The authors proposed that in-

stead of the magnitude of the absolute value, the relative level of its changes is more

worthy of concern. Based on this principle, Zhang et al. (2014b) used the relative

value of the Baidu indicator to measure search intensity. Based on that, the authors

further constructed an indicator of positive rate of change in online search intensity,

which acted as the proxy for changing trends in the search behavior of investors in

the market.

In addition to data on search intensity, Baidu’s data on search results are also valu-

able. Most studies tend to focus on a particular network platform for data collection,

and Baidu’s search results can reflect practically all of the content information found

on the Chinese Internet. From this aspect and based on a mining algorithm for text

semantics, Zhang et al. (2011b) used Baidu search keywords to “search for X number

of relevant pages.” With the search results, the authors used various techniques such

as keyword selection, application of the “advanced search” function in the search en-

gine, processing of date formats, and data cleaning to construct an open source infor-

mation indicator. This indicator allows for continuous day-by-day observation of

variables and facilitates the examination of the impact of open source information on

asset pricing.

Google publishes two types of data that can be applied for research: (i) raw search

data and (ii) search indicators that have been standardized. These allow for more diver-

sified types of indicators to be constructed during research. Joseph et al. (2011) col-

lected search data on the Standard & Poor’s (S&P) 500 Index’s component stocks. The

authors directly defined the standardized search indicators as indicators of investor sen-

timents. After collecting the search data on the Russell 3000 Index’s component stocks,

Da et al. (2011a) defined the raw data on search numbers as the search volume index

(SVI). After taking the logarithm of that index and performing median adjustment, the

authors proposed an adjusted SVI, which they used to measure the level of investor at-

tention. Takeda and Wakao (2014) collated Google search data on the Japanese market

and built three indicators of search intensity.

Some scholars have been concerned that the weekend effect and seasonal variations

might affect search volumes (Da et al. 2015; Drake et al. 2012). As such, these scholars
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often eliminated time trends from the raw data. Drake et al. (2012) argued that online

search behavior reflects investor demand for public information. Thus, after collecting

daily search data for the S&P 500 Index’s component stocks, the authors performed re-

gression of the SVI against a time dummy variable. The residual value was then used to

construct an abnormal SVI for measuring changes in demand for information. Da et al.

(2015) selected 118 words from the Harvard IV-4 and Lasswell value dictionaries as

keywords for searches. Furthermore, the authors used the Google search engine to ob-

tain the raw search data. The latter was subjected to both first-order difference and sea-

sonal trend adjustments to construct the Financial and Economic Attitudes Revealed

by Search (FEARS) Index for measuring market sentiments.

Summary of usage of Internet big data

The discussion in "Forum-type data" to "Search class data" subsections indicates that

the main research direction for big data is the impact of investor sentiments on the fi-

nancial sector (Antweiler and Frank 2004; Bartov et al. 2015; Sprenger et al. 2014a; Sab-

herwal et al. 2011). At present, the main methods for judging sentiments include

building an inventory of lexical categories, using dictionaries for analysis of lexical cat-

egories, and machine learning.

The first method mostly relies on the collection of text needed for research. A large

number of sentiment-type keywords are selected from the sample text to build an in-

ventory of lexical categories, which are used as the judgment criterion for classification

of all the text (Nan 2015; Shen et al. 2013; Xu and Chen 2016; Zhang et al. 2011a). The

second method is based on the lexical classifications in dictionaries. The relevant key-

words are extracted and used for the classification of collated text (Bartov et al. 2015;

Da et al. 2015; Sul et al. 2016). In the field of financial research, the main distinction

between these two methods lies in the sources of keywords: the source of the first

method is text information from the samples, whereas the sources for the second

method are actual dictionaries or inventories of lexical categories developed on the

basis of dictionaries. Although the first method seems more subjective, this method,

which is based on manual screening of keywords from the samples, might be more ap-

propriate in the Chinese context. This is due to vast linguistic variations such that the

lexical category of a Chinese word might not be completely consistent across different

contexts.

The main dictionary selected for the second method is the Harvard IV-4 (Da et al.

2011a). However, many vocabularies that are not considered negative in the financial

context are grouped into the negative lexical category in the Harvard IV-4 (Loughran

and McDonald 2011). To address this issue, Loughran and McDonald (2011) developed

an inventory of lexical categories that is more appropriate for financial research. How-

ever, Sul et al. (2016) highlighted that the inventory by Loughran and McDonald (2011)

is more suitable for the analysis of formal financial documents (e.g., 10 K filings). Since

microblog class text employs colloquial and popular terminologies, the Harvard-IV

dictionary is still deemed more appropriate for their analysis.

The third method-machine learning-uses computer algorithms for the classification

of textual sentiment. The main steps of machine learning are as follows: (i) select a spe-

cific text as the corpus training set and manually classify the words contained within,

(ii) use a computer algorithm, such as the Naive Bayes algorithm, to train the text in
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the training set and establish the judgment rules for text classification, and (iii) apply

the judgment rules to all text classifications.

The Naive Bayes algorithm is currently one of the most popular training algorithms

for classifying textual sentiment (Antweiler and Frank 2004; Leung and Ton 2015;

Sabherwal et al. 2011). Through simple comparison, Antweiler and Frank (2004) found

that the accuracy of algorithm classification is actually higher than that of manual clas-

sification. Other than the Naive Bayes algorithm, some scholars have also used the

maximum entropy model for text classification (Zhang and Swanson 2010).

During the process of data collection, posts related to stock information within forum

class big data are often concentrated in the same message boards. This makes it rela-

tively simple to determine the corresponding relationship between posts and stocks

when collecting data. However, this process is relatively more complex for data of the

microblog and search classes. This is because these two classes of data do not have

specific boundaries that segregate the various stock data.

When acquiring search data, scholars have to collect corresponding data for a stock

based on the keywords relevant to it. The accuracy of the search data is closely related to

the keywords used for the search. Keywords available for scholars to choose from include

stock code, company name, and names of a company’s main products (Da et al. 2011a,

2011b). Keywords used for empirical research must be carefully selected by considering

the special features of the research topic. Often, some stock codes or company names are

similar to keywords for other objects and events. Examples include the Chinese stock-

Zhangjiajie, which also is a city name, and American company Apple, which is also a kind

of fruit. Search data for these types of keywords would often contain a lot of other irrele-

vant information, which must be removed during data collection (Da et al. 2011a).

For the acquisition of microblog class big data related to stocks, it is similarly neces-

sary to select appropriate search rules for text screening to ensure that the search con-

tents contain relevant information. In their study on Twitter, Sprenger et al. (2014a)

used hashtags to collect data from text information. Sul et al. (2016) used the $ symbol

and a stock’s abbreviation as the search criterion.

Review
Application of Internet big data to capital markets

Internet big data and stock market performance

The Internet has revolutionized the manner in which information is transmitted and

the pattern by which investors process information (Barber and Odean 2001; Moat et

al. 2014). At the present stage, big data from forums, microblogs, and search engines

are mainly used to examine their impact on stock market performance. Many scholars

believe that the various indicators constructed on the basis of big data (e.g., those of

market sentiments, divergence in opinions, and level of attention) impact multiple

variables, including stock returns, trading volumes, and volatility. Information

extracted from Internet big data can definitely explain stock market performance

to a certain extent (Alanyali et al. 2013; Bordino et al. 2012; Gloor et al. 2009;

Siganos 2013; Sprenger et al. 2014b; Wysocki 1998).

At the level of individual stocks, Wysocki (1998) initially found that the number of

stock-related posts published at night is related to trading volumes. Using posts data
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made on Yahoo! Finance and Raging Bull, Antweiler and Frank (2004) discovered that

information contained in the posts can help forecast stock volatility and stock returns,

although the latter does not have any economic significance. In addition, the greater

the divergence in market sentiments, the larger the stock trading volume. Sprenger et

al. (2014b) demonstrated that sentiments contained in tweets are significantly corre-

lated with stock returns. The greater the number of daily microblogs, the larger the

stock trading volume. Significant correlations were observed between divergence in

market sentiments reflected on the microblogs and stock volatility.

Zhang et al. (2011b) conducted searches in Baidu using keywords. Furthermore, the

authors defined the number of web pages returned from the searches as measurement

indicators for the amount of information contained in social media. After analysis of

information on social media and asset pricing, the authors found that the former is a

rich source of effective information that affects abnormal stock returns. In addition,

Vlastakis and Markellos (2012) found a significant and positive correlation between the

volumes of Google searches and both market trading volumes and volatilities. When

investors’ level of risk aversion increases, Google search volumes also increase. Ruiz et

al. (2012) examined the user-follower relationships established in microblogs and con-

cluded that the connection components within social networks and the number of

nodes in interaction graphs are significantly correlated with trading volumes and stock

prices, with the correlation being stronger for the former than the latter. Nevertheless,

trading strategies developed on the basis of correlation between stock prices are super-

ior to basic trading strategies.

Empirical research by Zhang et al. (2014b) revealed that the intensity of online

searches by investors impacts short-term stock returns, short-term trading volumes,

and cumulative returns. In addition, investors’ online searches have stronger explana-

tory power and better forecasting ability on the stock market compared with the trad-

itional variables of investors’ sentiments and level of attention. Shen et al. (2013)

discovered that for a company facing negative public opinion about its private place-

ment, the excess returns on stocks subsequent to the private placement notice are

significantly negative.

Da et al. (2011a) found that an increase in search volumes often meant a rise in stock

prices over the subsequent fortnight, in addition to price reversals within the year. A

similar reversal effect exists in the Chinese stock market (Yu and Zhang 2012; Zhang

et al. 2014a). Other scholars have analyzed the link between search volumes and initial

public offering (IPO) premiums. Da et al. (2011a) found that an increase in searches

prior to IPO indicates greater gains on the first day when the shares are listed. The

study by Song et al. (2011), based on data from Google Trends, indicated that online

search volumes for a pre-IPO stock have better explanatory power and forecasting abil-

ity on a company’s level of stock sales, excess returns on the first day of trading, and

long-term performance. Search volumes can explain 23% of the first-day excess returns

and 10% or more of long-term cumulative returns. In addition, results from the empir-

ical research by Nan (2015) indicate a significant and positive correlation between

divergence of online opinions in stock message boards and IPO premiums.

For the indexes, Zhang et al. (2011a) found that the proportion of emotion-related

vocabulary on microblogs is significantly and negatively correlated with the Dow Jones

Index, NASDAQ Index, and S&P 500 Index. However, the proportion is significantly
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and positively correlated with the Volatility Index. For the Dow Jones Index, Bollen

et al. (2011b) showed that the addition of sentiment-type indicators significantly

improves forecasting results. The accuracy of analysis for the daily direction of

change in the Dow Jones Index was 86.7%, while the mean absolute percentage

error decreased by 6%.

Da et al. (2015) found that the FEARS Index developed using Google’s search data

can predict trends in short-term returns, volatility changes, and capital flows of mutual

funds. Furthermore, the addition of Twitter data improves the model’s forecasting ac-

curacy of the S&P 500 Index. Cheng and Lin (2013) showed that sentiment indicators

of investors on social media are positively correlated with stock market index returns

and trading volumes. The impact of those two factors on sentiment indicators can last

for more than 40 trading days.

Mao et al. (2012) undertook a comprehensive analysis of the behavioral characteris-

tics of Internet big data and various aspects of the stock market. They further analyzed

the correlation between the number of Twitter posts and the stock market from the

levels of individual stocks, industries, and indexes. Furthermore, they showed that

Twitter could help predict stock market performance, especially at the indexes level.

However, the results of some empirical research has revealed that Internet big

data does not improve forecasting results on the stock market. Kim and Kim (2014)

highlighted that market sentiments contained in posts on message boards cannot pre-

dict future returns, volatilities, and trading volumes of stocks. In addition, the findings

of Tumarkin and Whitelaw (2001) demonstrated that information in posts on message

boards cannot predict stock returns or excess trading volumes, thereby supporting the

efficient market hypothesis. Although Zhao et al. (2013) proved a positive correlation

between search intensities on Baidu and stock returns, the rate of change in the level of

attention is not a significant risk factor. The authors concluded that search intensities

on Baidu do not systematically affect stock returns.

Although Internet big data was found to impact stock market performance,

studies have shown that stock market performance similarly affects the behavioral

characteristics of online investors. Kim and Kim (2014) discovered that sentiments in

investors’ posts are affected by past performance of the stock. Zhang et al. (2014b) indi-

cated that although the stock market can affect online searches, online searching be-

haviors affect and predict stock market performance to a greater extent. The

endogenous problem that exists between online searches and stock returns only has a

minimal impact on forecasting ability.

Some scholars believe that the forecasting results of Internet big data on the

stock market are affected by other factors. Many of these authors have discussed the

relationship between the weight ratio of investor information and forecasting ability.

Gu et al. (2006) weighed each post’s recommendation by its author’s credibility based

on the accuracy of his/her past posts. The authors proved that a credibility-weighted

recommendation of a stock message board can predict stock returns but a simple-

weighted recommendation cannot. Yang et al. (2015) found that for the Twitter social

network, weighted sentiment indicators based on critical nodes have better forecasting

ability for the financial market than do general sentiment indicators. Zhang et al.

(2016) identified financial users who were invited and certified by Sina Weibo as “celeb-

rities.” Through event study analysis, the authors determined that posts made by
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celebrities could significantly predict stock returns compared to those made by ordin-

ary users. The former contained more future public information and current private in-

formation, whereas the latter mostly comprised outdated information, indicating that

the role of ordinary users tended toward one of information follower rather than of

provider.

However, other scholars have learned that investors who are more influential

might not publish information with better forecasting ability. According to Sul et

al. (2016), tweets published by users with more followers are unable to predict

stock returns, but those by fewer followers significantly impact future stock

returns. In this regard, the authors believed that information disseminated by the

former is quickly reflected in the stock prices and, hence, is not predictive. This

reason was supported when analyzing the number of shares. Sul et al. (2016)

further found that the more a piece of information is shared, the poorer is its fore-

casting results and vice versa. A trading strategy based on the aforementioned find-

ings can achieve annualized returns of 11–15%.

Considering that Internet big data has the advantage of geographical identification,

some scholars have introduced home bias into their studies on forecasting ability. Dong

and Xiao (2011) established that the phenomenon of home bias exists in communica-

tion on stock message boards. There is a greater probability that investors in stock

message boards will participate in discussions about local stock information. This home

bias significantly impacts stock prices. The larger the proportion of local investors

involved in information exchange, the higher are stock prices.

Huang et al. (2016) used IP data from Eastmoney.com to construct a quantitative in-

dicator of investors concerned about home bias. The construction of this indicator is

more refined compared with that by Dong and Xiao (2011). Their findings demon-

strated that the situation in which investors are concerned about home bias is more

severe in less developed regions and that the level of concern is affected by market size,

turnover rate, and name of securities. Ackert et al. (2016) found that the advice of opin-

ion leaders has greater investment value. In addition, the authors were more concerned

about corporations from “home” and, thus, were more accurate when making related

forecasts.

Nevertheless, other scholars have held the view that Internet big data’s forecast-

ing ability with regard to stock market performance is affected by other factors,

including the difficulty of a stock being arbitraged, level of attention on the

company concerned, event type, and disclosure environment. Joseph et al. (2011)

compiled search data on S&P 500 component stocks and defined search intensity as

the indicator for investors’ market sentiments. Search intensity is considered to forecast

weekly stock returns and trading volumes steadily. Moreover, the relationship between

returns and search volume might be affected by the difficulty of a stock being arbi-

traged. For companies that received less attention from the market, Blankespoor et al.

(2013) established that the posting of information via Twitter can reduce the degree of

information asymmetry. Furthermore, the authors established that a positive correlation

exists between the level of information dissemination and stock liquidity. In addition,

Sprenger et al. (2014a) indicated that advanced stock returns for good news are higher

than those for bad news and that the impact of news events on stock markets signifi-

cantly differs for various event types.
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The stocks of a small company are small cap and have weak profitability and poor

underwriting capacity. Nan (2015) discovered that the IPO premiums for such stocks

are more vulnerable to divergence of opinions among investors on stock message

boards. Xu and Chen (2016) empirically revealed that disclosure via microblogs could

significantly increase same day excess returns and excess trading volumes for the com-

pany’s stocks. The level of increase is affected not only by the degree of disclosure in-

tensity and information density of the disclosure but also by noise information in the

microblogs. In addition, when microblogs are used to disseminate information that has

already been made public, the resultant market response will be stronger than an

announcement that is not circulated via microblogs. The impact of disclosures via

microblogs is greater for companies that are relatively out of the limelight, and the

effect of such disclosures on the trading behavior of individual investors is more

significant.

Internet big data and other research related to capital markets

Other studies have been conducted in areas outside of stock market performance.

These studies have found that Internet big data can predict the performance of com-

panies. Da et al. (2011b) demonstrated that the search intensity for companies with

main products can predict their corporate profitability upon listing. The forecasting ef-

fect is especially significant for corporations that have fewer products and for growth

companies. In addition, Bartov et al. (2015) discovered that overall sentiment indicators

can predict a company’s quarterly profitability, in addition to excess earnings after an-

nouncement of its quarterly earnings data. This forecasting effect is more pronounced

for companies whose information environments are poorer. Shen et al. (2013) found

that for companies facing more negative public opinions, the probability of their per-

formance declining after implementation of private placement is higher.

Other scholars’ area of interest is the impact of Internet big data on the regulatory

mechanism. An example is the empirical research by Shen et al. (2013), who found that

companies facing negative public opinions about theirs private placements have a sig-

nificantly lower probability of their private placement proposals being approved by the

relevant departments after evaluation. However, such negative public opinions do not

significantly impact the probability of the private placement proposal being passed at

shareholders’ meetings. Separately, studies about the herding effect have demonstrated

that the immediate and next day effects are weakened by online communication.

Dynamic interactions exist between this effect in the stock market and online commu-

nication; the latter can weaken the herding effect, suppress the continued spread of

herding behavior, and improve market efficiency (Zheng et al. 2015).

Conclusions and future research
From the literature review, Internet big data sources related to present capital markets

research can be categorized into forum-type data, microblog-type data and search class

data. Based on these data, researchers can build some more complicated variables to

analyze traditional questions. With regards to research about investors’ sentiments

based on Internet big data, the main methods of sentiments analysis include building

an inventory of lexical categories, using dictionaries for analysis of lexical categories,

and machine learning. Many studies analyze whether Internet big data can predict
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capital markets. but they reach no consistent conclusions, which might be due to sam-

ple and analysis methodlimitations.

Through the summary stated above, we believe that research on Internet big data

and capital markets has achieved some results. Nevertheless, there remains room for

improvement and enhancement in the methods used for data collection and analysis,

as well as the areas covered in the research. In most existing studies about Internet big

data and capital markets, data collection was mainly undertaken for forum, microblog,

and search classes of big data. From the perspective of data acquisition, the majority of

the samples in the literature were treated as representative samples. These included the

component stocks of the various indexes and specified stocks of high-tech enterprises.

The majority of the samples did not strictly comply with the definition of research

based on full samples, which should be an important characteristic of big data research.

Moreover, the data source was usually a single and particular platform. Relatively few

studies have analyzed data that were comprehensively collected from multiple plat-

forms. Overall research based on big data would benefit if there were bigger break-

throughs in terms of data collection and information aggregation.

The time spans of many studies tended to be relatively short because these were

limited by the short traceback time of data from many platforms. In addition, the de-

gree of replicability of research conclusions by other scholars was low, and the con-

clusions did not facilitate multiangle studies for a specific issue using the same

benchmarks as the basis. This issue can be resolved only through the establishment of

specialized databases that cater to research. This would require the cooperation of

corporations that are sources of big data through the implementation of an appropri-

ate method.

Presently, Twitter has been officially authorized and is building the GNIP database

for supporting research (Bartov et al. 2015). However, specialized databases have not

yet been developed for other forum- and microblog-class platforms. Separately, most

study samples were collected by the study teams themselves programming. During the

initial sample collection stage, it was inevitable that microblog- and search-class big

data face the problem of noise interference. The direction of future research for sample

collection algorithms is to identify methods for the accurate identification and collec-

tion of fuzzy but relevant information (Godbole et al. 2007). Big data research samples

will undoubtedly be more comparable if specialized databases were to be established

through the application of unified technical means across big data platforms, which are

suitable for research use.

From the perspective of data analysis, analytical methods used in current studies have

remained relatively simple and have room for improvement in terms of accuracy level.

Taking the textual analysis technique as an example, Koppel and Shtrimberg (2006)

found that the classification accuracy of machine learning algorithms can reach 70.3

and 65.9% for intra-sample and out-of-sample classifications, respectively. In addition,

high overall accuracy in classification of textual sentiment has been achieved through

the machine learning method. However, even higher accuracy levels would be beneficial

for eliminating noise interference in studies, thereby ensuring stability of the conclu-

sions (Nardo et al. 2016).

This is especially the case for textual analysis of Chinese big data. Research on big

data and capital markets mainly depends on manual identification, which involves
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subjective judgments, causing differences to remain between keywords selected in most

studies. This situation introduces a certain degree of interference to the stability of con-

clusions. Many highly effective algorithms for mining of textual semantics have been

introduced progressively into the field of financial research. These include different

classifier algorithms coupled with a voting theme (Das and Chen 2007), support vector

machines (De Choudhury et al. 2008), and five-stage filtering (Bettman et al. 2010).

At present, studies on Internet big data are mainly focused on their forecasting

effects on stock market performances. Relatively few scholars have discussed the impact

of Internet big data on corporate behavior. In the era of big data, it is possible to apply

Internet big data to the forecasting of not only stock market performance but also com-

panies’ performance levels (Da et al. 2011b). Furthermore, Shen et al. (2013) indicated

that such data can be used to forecast the probability of decline in companies’ future

performances. Bartov et al. (2015) found that overall sentiment indicators can predict

companies’ quarterly profitability.

Simultaneously, the literature has examined the impact of Internet big data on regula-

tory mechanisms (Shen et al. 2013). In modern societies, companies’ management

teams are in environments surrounded by massive volumes of information. Are a com-

pany’s decisions on capital structure, corporate governance, and other corporate behav-

ior somehow affected by these Internet big data? These relationships await further

research by scholars.

Endnotes
1In computer terminology, ZB refers to one sextillion bytes. The term KB in our daily

usage is the acronym for “kilobyte.”
2World Economic Forum: Unlocking the value of personal data: From collection to

usage, 2013.
3Rotella, P. (2012, April 2). Is data the new oil? Forbes.
4Obama administration unveils “Big data” initiative: Announces $200 million in new

R&D investments. http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/big_da

ta_press_release_final_2_pdf, 2012.
5UN Global Pulse. Big data for development: Challenges & opportunities, 2012.
6http://finance.sina.com.cn/money/fund/jjpl/2015-12-31/doc-ifxncyar6085226.shtml.
7The size of funds based on big data is derived from the website and the total size is

calculated by the author http://fund.eastmoney.com/data/fundsearch.html?spm=

search&key=%E5%A4%A7%E6%95%B0%E6%8D%AE#key%E5%A4%A7%E6%95%B0%E

6%8D%AE.
8http://funds.hexun.com/2016-10-31/186671597.html.
9According to the statistics by China Webmaster (http://top.chinaz.com/), the overall

popularity ranking of Eastmoney.com’s stock message boards far exceeds that of other

stock message boards.
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